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AI-Driven  
Identity Security 
Digital transformation to the cloud, work from anywhere initiatives, 
mergers and acquisitions, adoption of new enterprise apps — 
among other transformational changes — have introduced too 
many user entities and points of access.

AI-Driven data intelligence automates the discovery, management, 
and control of all user access. This allows you to not only make 
better and faster access decisions, but also to quickly spot and 
respond to potential threats. It empowers every worker with correct 
and timely access when they need it, proactively engages business 
users to identify risky access, and helps security professionals 
intelligently create and maintain access models in today’s 
dynamic IT environment.

Why AI Matters?



Who Benefits?
SailPoint has the leading AI-driven identity security solution in the market that  
delivers unmatched intelligence and frictionless automation using machine  
learning and analytics.

AI-driven identity security proactively provides organizations 360-degree visibility – at speed and 
scale – into what access users have, what is necessary, and what access is at risk for potential 
security breaches. Seamless integration with your digital ecosystem extends your ability to embed 
identity context across your environment and centrally control access to all data, applications, 
systems, and cloud infrastructure for all identity types. The goal? Customers can quickly adapt 
to changing environments, boost worker and IT productivity and stay ahead of security and 
compliance issues across the enterprise. 

Automatically accept recommendations for 
low-risk access 

Focus on higher-risk access that requires 
more attention 

Avoid rubber stamping that leads to incorrect 
access approvals

Proactively spot and remediate potential 
risky access

Generate certification campaigns to address 
risky access

Understand the security factors behind 
access anomalies

Obtain comprehensive visibility to department and 
corporate-level compliance

Control access based on specific compliance policies

Empower users by recommending 
appropriate access

Keep user access up-to-date in today’s 
dynamic digital environment

Business Managers and 
Application Owners

Business Managers and 
Application Owners

Compliance Managers End Users



Our customers can quickly take control of their enterprise identity security program
and see tangible results in time savings, increased productivity, simplified
compliance and actual ROI.

SailPoint Customers Succeed 
with Proven Results

224%11K $715K
Annual Hours 

Saved
5 Year ROI
(Cumulative)

Productivity

Energy Company Using AI Powered Recommendations

St. James Place leveraging automated 
certification campaigns to see:

From 1 year to
 1 month to 
complete 

certifications

640 obsolete 
accounts were 
discovered  and 

deleted

380 accounts 
had unnecessary 
access revoked



Adapt and ensure 
the security of 
every identity with 
comprehensive 
visibility and  
deep insight

Unmatched  
Data Intelligence

Streamline and 
prioritize processes 
to better discover, 
manage, grant and 
certify user access

Automate the creation 
and maintenance of 
roles that adapt to 
the dynamic digital 
environment

Smart  
Recommendations

Simplified Role 
Management

The SailPoint difference unleashes the power of AI as the 
core foundation of your security program with:

 How Can You Benefit from 
AI-Driven Identity Security?

Our identity security team of experts can guide you through all 
aspects of AI set-up, usage and value, starting with Day 1.

Professional Services and Support
Whether you need implementation assistance, ongoing configuration, or 
performance management, our goal is expediting your deployment and 
maximizing your identity investment.

Product Training and Certification
SailPoint’s Identity University provides training and certification designed to 
increase productivity across your teams and ensure the most successful 
implementation.

Our Industry Leadership
SailPoint maintains the highest leadership position across all major analyst reviews 
and is relied upon by the largest enterprises to govern millions of identities, billions 
of points of access, and tens of thousands of applications and data sources.



SailPoint Identity Security Cloud provides two levels of SaaS 
capabilities tailored to help you achieve your business goals.

How to Get Started

Business Plus
Comprehensive identity security suite built with AI and ML to discover, 
secure, and manage identities across an entire hybrid infrastructure.

Business
Comprehensive collection of capabilities to 
start an identity journey built with AI & ML. 
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Access Risk 
Management
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Manager
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Management
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SaaS 
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Choose a vendor with 
uncompromising 
integrity

At the core of SailPoint Identity Security is cutting edge technology 
backed by uncompromising integrity. Responsiveness. Attention 
to detail. World-class service. Relentless commitment to customer 
success. A bond of unwavering trust. At the core of Identity Security 
is the very highest standard of business practices and customer 
care.

At the core of Identity Security is SailPoint. Identity Security for the 
modern enterprise. Trusted by the world’s largest, most complex 
organizations.

To find out more details about each of the AI components, please visit our 
website. Or schedule a Proof-of-Concept workshop with your SailPoint expert! 

sailpoint.com/platform/ai-driven-identity

https://www.sailpoint.com/products/identitynow
https://sailpoint.com/platform/ai-driven-identity
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About SailPoint 
SailPoint is the leading provider of identity security for the modern enterprise. Enterprise 
security starts and ends with identities and their access, yet the ability to manage and 
secure identities today has moved well beyond human capacity. Using a foundation 
of artificial intelligence and machine learning, the SailPoint Identity Security Platform 
delivers the right level of access to the right identities and resources at the right time—
matching the scale, velocity, and environmental needs of today’s cloud-oriented 
enterprise. Our intelligent, autonomous, and integrated solutions put identity security at 
the core of digital business operations, enabling even the most complex organizations 
across the globe to build a security foundation capable of defending against today’s 
most pressing threats. 
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